THE PHILIPSBURG MAIL.
AGAY YOUNG COUNT

New Styles

*

New Stock

His Brilliant Career Is Cut
Very Short.

FOR WINTER WEAR

-

New Rubber Goods for Ladies, Gents, Misses and Boys.
Ladies' Storm Elastic-the latest thing oat.

Use the Gilt Edge Shoe Dressing.
It makes old shoes new.

J. C. McLEOD, Phiiipsburg.

FREE! FREE!
To all those who may call at the

KAISER HOUSE, - PHILIPSBURG,
On the 15th of 16th of every month.

Drs. Liebi &Co., Word Rlenowled Specialists.
Permanent Olfice, 13 South Main Street, Helena, Montana.
FREE CONSULTATION given to all persons suffering from Chronic Diseases,
Diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat, Liver, Stomach, Kidneys, Urinary Organs,
Nervous and Private Affections. The rapidly increasing number of patients in Montana demand greater facilities and accommodations, to meet which Drs. Liebig &
Co. have established offices in this city. They will be incharge of a duly authorized
representative, who will reportall complicated cases to the head office, where complete records hre kept of all cases and the treatment adopted. Each branch having
stespecialists, no one physician and never less than five experienced specialists have
a consultationon every case presented. Having thousands to refer to, comparisons
are readily made. No experimenting-simply applying the treatment that has times
without number proved successful. Thisis the secret of their success and the reason
such marvelous cures as heretofore reported have been made after the best local
physicians pronounced them hopelessly incurable.
MEN. Chronic affections whether from early indiscretions, VenerialExcesses, Seminal Wepkness, Loss of Manhoodt Syphilis and other affections unfitting them from
enjoying any of the pleasures of life, treated and cured after absolute failures by
others. Drs. Liebig & Co.'s reputation for their unparalleled success in treating
the Diseases of Men is worldwide. and they have patients in all parts of it.
WOMEN. Their specialist for affections of Women has lately returned from Eu-.
rope. having all the latest appliances and remedies used in theprincipal hospitals
and is without a superior on the coast.
CATARRH, and kindred Affections of the Eye, Ear, Throat and Lungs, success
fully treated, and in a manner so mild as to be acceptable to the most delicate child.
Braces for Spinal Deformities. Club Feet, etc., manufactured. Satisfaction guaranteed. Call early and avoid being hurried by the large number of patients. Those
who cannot find it convenient to see the Enqinent Specialists on the above days can
state their case by letter. Careful attention given to correspondence and medicines
and appliances sent by express.
REGULAR VISITS MONTHLY. Patients from Rumsey and Combination will
come to Philipsburg.
Liebig World Dispensaries at 13 South Main street, Helena: 104 Bandolph street,
Chicago; 8 EastBroadway, Butte; 400 Geary street, San Francisco; 801 West Ninth
street, Kansas City. Have treated more cases successfully than all others, similar
in name, combined. Have established permanent offices at 18 Main Street, Helena.

J. A. AND J. B. FEATHERMAN,
NEW CHICAGO AND DRUMMOND.
DEALERS
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FINE GROCERIES, DRY GUOOdS AND IARDWIARE,
W,A,Wood's Reapers, Mowers and Rakes,
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Twine Cheaper than Anybody.
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ALLISON &SHERMAN
* FURNITURE HOUSE "
Carry a
Pull Line of

HOUSE FURNISHING GOODS,

*

GRENERAL UNDERTAKING BUSINESS DONER

Office and Ware-Room

Philipsburg, Montana.

KROGER'S BREWERY
Orders by

CHARLES KROGER,

KRs AND BOTTLK BHRR CONSTANTLY ON IAMD.
il, or Left t the Brewery, Will PHILIPSBURG, MONTANA

Receive Prompt Attention.
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ing glass there I'll punch his head off."
Then Fitz buttoned up his long frock
coat, threw back his shoulders and
walked away.-New York Herald.

TESLA'S OSCLILATOR

THE CZAR'S DOCTOR.

The Young Montenegrin's
Great Invention.

He Is an Eccentric Man and Insists Upon
Having Hie Way In the Sickroom.

Dr. Zacharin, who has been treating
the czar, is known as one of the most
impolite men-to use no stronger expression-in his profession. He is a
A Meteoric Career LSuddenly Abbre- fierce democrat and has respect for no
one. Like Professor Schweninger, the
viated in Turin, Italy - Count
physician of Bismarck, he insists upon
Techarnadieff and a
Pretty
the literal execution of his orders, it
Woman Expelled from Italy.
raitters not who the patient may be,
and will brook no interference. He is a
man of middle age and began life as a
'i
I::;.n newspapers have lately butcher boy. He has become one of the
,i.un...y
occupied with the case cf
CGoLut Tscheruadieff, who, after a me- richest men in Russia by hfs practice.
When the malady of the czar begr•n
tc ici career in Turin, has been ignomin'
iuc:.lSy cxpelled from Italy by order of to look serious a few weeks ago, the
eniperor
at once asked that Zacharin be
the mIinister of the interior. His real
idc:tity has not yet been fully estab- seit for. A telegram was dispatched to
lished. He arrived at Turin four months thg governor of Moscow, says one of the
ago, took a fine house in a suburb and ilnperial attendants in the Copenhagen
installed therein a beautiful young Politiken, ordering him to sendZacharin
woman, who passed as the countess. to St. Petersburg. The adjutant of the
The mansion was superbly furnished. governor found the professor in his clinic
There were 12 domestics, and in the and asked him to make as rapid prepastables were 14 horses. The pair drove riations as possible, as the fast train
about Turin in an open landau drawt'n would leave the city for the capital in
by six horses and naturally attracted a few hours.
attention, although the local aristocracy
"'The fast train? What?" was the
suspected them from the first and would piofessor's answer. "The emperor of
have nothing to do with them. The Russia sick, and you talk of the fast
count gave charity with lavish hand train I Will you kindly order me an
and was always at home to poor people. 'extra,' which must be ready in half
He finally began to dabble in anarch- an hour?"
ism and socialism. He was elected an
At the time appointed he started for
honorary member of 25 workmen asso- St. Petersburg, and arriving there hurciations and announced-his intention to ried with an adjutant to the castle.
become a candidate for the chamber of
"His majesty awaits you, professor, "
deputies. By this time he had attracted said a chamberlain, who received him
the attention of the central authorities at the entrance. "Your rooms are at
at Rome, who decided that he was too the head of the stairway, and you will
dazzling and too mysterious a person for find everything in readiness to make
quiet going Italy, and he was ignomin- your toilet after the journey."
iously bundled off to the frontier with
"Toilet!" answered the physician.
the so called countess.
"His majesty is sick and wants my adIt is estimated that during his stay vice, not to see me in 'toilet.' Take me
in Turin the count spent at least a half to him at once. "
million francs, and he left very few
The emperor was lying in bed in a
debts behind. This apparent honesty, dark room. All the windows were
however, is evidently due to the sud- closed, and the curtains were down.
denness of his expulsion, which upset The empress sat in a rocking chair next
the count's plans. The police say be to the bed. Three body physicians stood
has lived, and lived well, by his wits for about the room. Zacharin entered the
years and is known as a dangerous and room, made his obeisance to the imperial
daring swindler in every European cap- pair, but almost totally disregarded the
itaL The young woman is as much a presence of his colleagues.
"What an atmosphere! It is disease
mystery as the count himself. Nobody
has been able to specify her nationality, breeding. And in this atmosphere you
for shp speaks with fluency French, a~pw Russia's sick emperor to lie?
Spanish' iralian and RuSsianu; .TscharCio0i!kPut back the.curtains and raise
nadieff bore a curious resemblance to the. windows. " Such' was his first order.
Arton of Panama scandal fame and' was
He than became silent and began a
for some time watched by French de- thorough examination of his patient.
Then, taking a chair, he rested his arm
teoctives.
on his knee and began to think. Almost
THE VANDERBILTS. *
ten minutes passed without his uttering
more than a half dozen words. As the
The King of the Gossiping Dudes Freely
other physicians, who apparently did
Discusses a Family Affir.
not like his action, began to talk softly
It is now said that Mrs. Willie K. to one another,
he rapped with his penVanderbilt is coming to New York to cil and told
them to "be still. "-New
open the Fifth avenue house and will York Tribune.
give at least one big ball to introduce
her daughter Consuela to New York soTHE NEW TESTAMENT,
ciety.
A
Version
Being Prepared In England
What will poor Willie do then?
It is known among his friends that Which Will Exclude Uncommon Words.
he intends to come home this winter.
A people's version of the New TestaIt is also known that he does not in- ment is being prepared by a company
tend to live with Mrs. Willie.
of ladies and gentlemen who think they
Must the master of many houses go, will improve the Scriptures by excludthen, to a hotel, like an ordinary trav- ing words and idioms not in common
eler?
use. , The Manchester Guardian prints
I don't attach much importance to this sample of supposed improvement:
the town house story, and Mrs. Van"And why do you trouble about
derbilt is certainly not foolish enough clothes? Notice the wild lilies how they
to introduce a very young girl to society are growing. They do not toil, nor do
when she herself is under a cloud and they spin, yet I tell you that even Solopeople are saying that her husband's mon in all his grandeur did not dress
as well as one of these. Now, if God
family won't speak to her.
That last is another statement that clothes in this way even the wild plants
won't hold water.
which today are living and tomorrow
Mrs. Willie K. hasn't done anything are to be made fuel for the oven, will he
to deserve a snubbing from the Vander- not much rather clothe you, you men of
bilts of all people.
little faith? Do not then trouble yourIt was her husband who left her and selves with such questions as what are
not she him. All the influences of the we to eat, what are we to drink, what
Vanderbilts have been directed toward are we to wear. For all these things are
a reconciliation, and certainly to snub what the heathen nations make their
the injured would not be conciliatory.
aim. For your heavenly father knows
As a matter of fact, nobody knows that you need all these things. "
anything about this couple's plans for
England's Temperance Party.
the best of reasons. They don't know
themselves.
The temperance party have given the
Some day they may come together, government notice privately that they
talk it over, and "for the sake of the refuse to tolerate any delay next session
children, " that time worn patch quilt, in passing the bill giving local control
they may agree to let bygones go.
over the liquor trade, a measure which
I hear it on the best of authority that Gladstone recently denounced as imthere is no idea of a divorce in any con- practicable. The threat has some polittingency. - Cholly Knickerbocker in ical importance, because there are
New York Recorder.
about a dozen extreme temperance men
in the house of commons, who, although
From Different Points of View.
Liberals, are prepared to vote against
A tall, red haired man leaned over the government if they should be further
the kinetoscope in a Broadway estab- fooled on this question. Their allegiance
lishment a few days ago, looking at to the party is certain to be put to the
Champion Corbett polish off that aspir- breaking strain test, because the whole
ing young pugilist, Peter Courtney. As time of the -next session is already virhe looked his big shoulders hitched tually pledged to other matters.--Lonconvulsively, and his hands were clinch- don Letter.
The -Esthetio Oscar.
ed, as though he were countering every
blow. When the knockout came, a sneer
"The disciples of the aesthete, Oscar
overspread his countenance.
Wilde, who still treasure his picture
"Well, what do you think of him?" as it was graven on their memory in
asked a burly looking individual near his visit to this country a few years
the box office window.
ago," says a woman just home from
"I think he is quite rude, " was the abroad, "would never recognize the
reply, "but if ever he goes up against man today. He dresses in quite the exme he won't have the snap he had in treme of the fashions of the moment.
His cravat is enormous, and his long
you, Courtney. "
"That's all right, Fitz," said the frock coat is a little longer than anyburly man, "but don't go into the fight body's else. He wears a gold chain
thinking you, are going to have a kin- bracelet, and on the little finger of his
dergarten. He can hit like a mule kick- left hand are so many rings that the
ing."
stone almost touches his nail Almost
"Well, all I've got to say is this- the only remnant of 'Sunflower Oscar
that if he makes some of the moves with Wilde' is his hair, which he stil} wears
Lne that he mal nwith on in thaa 1qk- long, though now it is parted."
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AMOST REMARKABLE APPLIANCE
The

Combitnationm

Constitutes a

Mn-

chine Which Ilan in It the Potentiality or Reducingu
to Old Bell
Metal the Earth's Machinery.

Tesla's latest invention, the "osclllator, " is one of the most remarkable
appliances of the age. It is aptly described as being the core of a steam engine and the core of a dynamo, combined and given a harmonious mechanical
adjustment. This combination constitutes a machine which has in it the potentiality of reducing to the rank of old
bell metal half the machinery at present moving on the face of the globe. It
may come to do the entire work of tho
engines of an ocean steamship within n
small part of the space they now occ:upy
and at a fraction of their cost both of
construction, and operation. It will do
this work without jar or pounding and
will reduce to a minimum the risk of
derangement or breakage. There is
nothing in the whole range of mechanical construction from railway locomotives to stamp mills, which such an invention may not revolutionize.
The essential characteristic of the
machine is the application of the pressure of steam to produce an extremely
rapid vibration of a bar of steel or piston, which in turn is so adapted to a
set of magnets that the mechanical
energy of the Vibration is converted into electricity. The extraordinary result
is that practically an absolutely constant vibration is established, and a
power is attained greatly beyond that
obtainable in the most costly expansion
engines using a similar amount of steam.
Besides saving in mechanical friction
the 85 per cent of loss in the working
of the engine, the 15 per cent of loss by
belt friction and the 10 per cent wasted
in the dynamo, making altogether an
addition of 60 per cent to the available
energy obtained from the steam for the
purpose of producing electricity, it is
simpler, smaller and lighter than the
mechanism it is destined to replace, absolutely constant in its action, automatically regulated and subject to thd least
possible amount of wear and tear. The
utilization of this machine in any branch
of industry would result in an appreciable lowering in the cost of production, and it is quite possible that its
first general employment may be in
electric lighting. In the face of this
marvelous invention a recent statement
of Tesla seems hardly no longer visionary. The young Montenegrin said, "I
expect to live to be able to set a machine
in the middle of this room and move it
by no other agency than the energy of
the medium in motion around us. "St. Louis Gl6be-Democrat.
IS MARS INHABITED't
Methods

Employed by Modern Science to

Find an Answer to This Question.

A striking example of the march of
modern science is demonstrated in the
discussion which has been going the
rounds of the learned over the question,
Is Mars inhabited? The fact that such
a debate is in progress is not of particular significance. Wandering Arabs of
the desert have regarded the silent stars
with thousands of such speculations
from time immemorial, but learned doctorsof theology, accustomed to dis
course upon the standing room of a
needle's point for angels, have waxed
choleric and indignantly eloquent in
these disputations over the habitability
of the planets.
The moderns, however, refuse to attempt to prove such matters by hair
splitting logic of the schools. They
simply construct machinery to bring
the planets nearer to the vision. So far
as Mars is concerned, through the telescope they see that at certain seasons an
accumulation of color of one kind surrounds the poles of the planet and runs
down to the equator a certain distance.
At some seasons these zones are larger
than at others. Hence they conclude that
Mars has seasons of some kind-possibly the color around the poles is snow
and ice.
The spectroscope reveals the presence
of water on the planet. And each succeeding year brings into possession of
humanity some new facts. Knowledge
of the planets is limited only by the
machinery of the astronomer. And in
this fact lies the difference between the
spirit of the ancients and moderns.-Kansas City Times.

THE LONDON CRUSADE.
The Public More Interested In It Than In
Any or All Other Subjects.

London en masse is vastly more interested in the matter of domestic morals than in the ominous events which
threaten to make a deep impression on
European history. The "Prudes on the
Prowl" crusade has developed into a
burning issue of deeper concern than
any Parkhurst or Lexow committee doings in New York. Slow going, everyday London has apparently made up its
mind that the restrictions 'which it has
been attempted to impose upon places of
amusement are an attack on public liberties which it is necessary to resent to
no matter what extremity. It-is difficult
to give an idea of the intensity of the
popular feeling displayed on both sides
of the question. The Daily Telegraph,
the most widely circulated newspaper
in London, prints apage of letters daily
on the subject and announces that this
is only a tenth of the correspondence
sent in. None of the newspapers has been
able to ignore the question, and some of
the literature on the subject in the publie prints is simply amazing. It is unequaled in quantity and in the sentiments expressed by Mr. Stead's "Maiden Tribute," which made a worldwide sensation ten years ago.
The question is beginning to be clearly defined. It is not "Shall the social
evil be suppressed?" Even the most extreme purist agitators do not undertake
that herculean task. The issue really is,
"Shall the social evil obtain even tacit
official recognition in London?" All of
the purists say no. All London, if one
may judge by the newspapers, says yes.
It is universally admitted that vice
flaunts itself more boldly, more offensively, in the streets of London thpn
anywhere else on earth. Those who are
opposing the renewal of the licenses of
those music halls which are frequented
by the demimonde make no attack upon
this public evil because it is not recognized by law. They demand in effect
that thewomen frequenting licensed music halls shall in some manner be driven
to join the army on the pavement. It is
on this point thatfhe battle rages. Some
of the opinions expressed are highly interesting. -London Cor. New York Sun.
THE EMPEROR'S WAY.
Showing a Sailor How He Would Act if
Their Positions Were Reversed.

It was bound to come, and here it is.
Having gradually filled many roles, the
Emperor William has now added another to his repertory. Alluding to it
as a "good natured joke at Kiel," the.
London Daily News' Berlin correspondent tells the story thus:
......
"As the Emperor William was stepping on board his yacht the other day,.
he was met by, a sailor named Joerg,
who had in his hand a mug of beer,
which he was carrying into the officers'
cab n. The emperor was very much
amused at the. discomfiture of the poor
fellow, who did not know at first what
to do and who finally saluted the emperor, holding the beer mug convulsively against the seam of his breeches.
"The emperor stepped up to the sailor
and addressed him most amiably: 'See,
Joerg, you have done that very stupidly. I will show you how one should behave in such a situation. Go up and
imagine that you are the emperor, and
I shall be the sailor Joerg.' The poor
fellow did not dare remonstrate. He had
to come on board by the imperial gangway, and- the Emperor William met
him below in his new role of a sailor
with a beer mug.
"When he saw Joerg, the emperor
affected some embarrassment, but he
then set the glass to his lips, emptied it
completely, put it down on the ship's
ledge and then made his salute. 'Do you
see, Joerg? That is the way it must be
done. Now, remember. And now go
below and tell them to give you another
glass of beer, and one for you too. If
they question you, just tell them that I
said so and that they should not be
angry, for the beer was beautifully fresh
It's an Ill Wind, Etc.

The assassination of President Carnot
has made the fortune of the hardware
dealer in Cette, where Cesario bought
the knife with which he committed his
crime. The man's name is Guillaume.
Since the origin of the knife became
known, no day has passed without Guillaume's receiving orders for the "Carnot poignard." These orders come not
only from France, but also from foreign
countries, in such numbers that the
dealer cannot fill them. One house in
Brussels alone ordered 800.-

Awarded

Highest Honors-World's Fair.

' A Large Transaction.

The corporation at Cardiff, in pursuance of the ambition to make that port
a rival' of Liverpool, have decided to
buy up various docks and lands, the
present property of the Marquis of Bute
and other private owners. The purchase
money is $85,000,000, and Cardiff believes she can raise the money at 3 per
cent on the security of the borough
taxes. This is one of the biggest deals
of the kind in recent years.

CREAMD

BAKING
POWDIR

In the British war department meMOST PERFECT MADE.
chanics employed in the arsenals will A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Free
hereafter have an eight hours' working from Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant.
day, with no lowering of wages.
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